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Abstract

Legged locomotion is a feat ubiquitous throughout the animal kingdom, but modern
robots still fall far short of similar achievements. This paper presents the design of a
canine-inspired quadruped robot named DoggyDeux as a platform for synthetic neural
network (SNN) research that may be one avenue for robots to attain animal-like agility
and adaptability. DoggyDeux features a fully 3D printed frame, 24 braided pneumatic
actuators (BPAs) that drive four 3-DOF limbs in antagonistic extensor-flexor pairs,
and an electrical system that allows it to respond to commands from a SNN comprised
of central pattern generators (CPGs). Compared to the previous version of this robot,
DoggyDeux eliminates out-of-plane bending moments on the legs, increases the range
of motion of each joint, and eliminates buckling of the BPAs by utilizing a biologically
inspired muscle attachment approach. A simple SNN comprised of a single isolated
CPG for each joint is used to control the front left leg on DoggyDeux and joint angle
data from this leg is collected to verify that the robot responds correctly to inputs
from its SNN. Future design work on DoggyDeux will involve further improving the
muscle attachment mechanism, while future SNN research will include expanding the
robot’s SNN to achieve coordinated locomotion with all four legs utilizing sensory
feedback.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Although animals are able to effortlessly achieve complex locomotion in unstructured
environments, similar accomplishments still prove elusive for modern robots. In particular, legged locomotion is a versatile ambulatory technique that is ubiquitous in
the animal kingdom from insects and small mammals to humans; yet current control
methods are neither robust nor adaptable enough to deliver similar results in artificial
systems. One increasingly important approach for addressing the problem of achieving legged locomotion in robots has therefore been to turn to biology for inspiration.
The field of biologically inspired robotics casts a wide net, including approaches that
draw loosely from biological observations to strict biological realism [14]. However,
as the fields of neurobiology and computational neuroscience have matured, more
details about the underlying biological neural circuits used by animals for motor control have become available to roboticists [6]. Beyond capturing merely the biological
details of structure and form, roboticists are able to study and apply the fundamental mechanisms of biological control. It is for the purpose of better understanding
these biological control systems and applying them to robotics that the Biologically
Inspired Robotics Lab at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) developed the
canine inspired quadruped robot named Puppy pictured in Fig. 1.1a [5,11,13]. While
the physical design of Puppy agrees with biological data taken from dogs, more importantly, it serves as a platform for testing biologically inspired synthetic neural
networks (SNNs) for locomotion control. Toward these same goals, the work pre-
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sented herein details the design of an updated version of Puppy, named DoggyDeux,
as a test bed for SNN and controls research at Portland State University (PSU).

Figure 1.1: (a) Puppy robot at Case Western Reserve University. (b) DoggyDeux robot
at Portland State University.

1.1

Motivation

The motivation for designing a new version of the Puppy robot is several fold. At
the highest level, we intend to use DoggyDeux as a platform for our future SNN
research, which will involve such things as expanding our previous SNN to achieve
coordinated locomotion among all four limbs, improving the biological plausibility
of the constituent neuron models that comprise our SNN, and incorporating more
biologically meaningful feedback mechanisms (vision, vestibular sense, etc.) into our
SNN. We know from both biology and machine learning that neural networks excel
at performing non-linear mappings and can learn from experience, which can improve
their ability to function in unstructured environments. Since legged locomotion is a
task with just such a requirement, and modern control methods struggle to contend
with non-linearities and systems with changing dynamics, it is highly likely that
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leveraging SNNs for legged locomotion will produce more robust and stable results.
Furthermore, by actually implementing SNNs on a physical robot, we can assess
the efficacy of proposed biological models of locomotion in a controlled environment
disjoint from the full complexity of an animal body while still maintaining the ability
to interact with and retrieve feedback from the environment. Current goals of the
project involve redesigning the Puppy robot in order to eliminate the short comings
associated with the original robot and to improve the robot’s ability to function as a
platform for SNN research.

1.2

Objectives

While the ultimate purpose of DoggyDeux is to serve as a tool for SNN research, the
focus of this work is primarily on the design, implementation, and testing of this new
robot. To this end, we have several goals that we seek to achieve related to the design
of DoggyDeux, including:
1. making the physical structure of the robot fully 3D printable,
2. maintaining biologically realistic limb lengths and joint range of motion,
3. eliminating buckling of the robot’s braided pneumatic actuators (BPAs),
4. ensuring that all muscles apply exclusively in-plane moments to joints,
5. developing a BPA pressure control algorithm, and
6. developing electrical and control systems that communicate control and feedback signals from an SNN to the robot.
The focus of this paper will therefore be on how we were able to achieve these
objectives with the design of the new robot.
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1.3

Overview

To begin our discussion of how we achieved each of these objectives in Chapter 2:
Background, we first introduce necessary background information on BPAs, central
pattern generators (CPGs), and the existing Puppy robot at CWRU. BPAs are the
fundamental actuation mechanism used throughout the robot and have interesting
non-linear dynamics that make them both more biologically realistic and difficult to
control. We introduce the empirical formula used on both Puppy and DoggyDeux
to convert desired BPA muscle tensions to BPA pressures given the current BPA
length. We then describe the importance of CPGs as biological neural circuits and
their relevance to legged locomotion. Since CPGs can have different topologies, we
also introduce the four neuron CPG structure used in DoggyDeux’s SNN. The final
piece of background information that we discuss is the design of the original Puppy
robot at CWRU, focusing on how the original robot can be improved upon for the
new version.
After presenting the necessary background information, Chapter 3: Methodology delves into the design methodology for each of the major systems on the robot,
consisting of its mechanical, electrical, and control systems. A side by side comparison of Puppy and DoggyDeux’s design is presented for each of the major structural
components, with an emphasis on how DoggyDeux’s design resolves the limitations
of the original robot. Owing to the importance of BPAs on the robot, we take time
to describe our use of a more biologically realistic muscle attachment scheme that
utilizes string ”tendons” to route muscles around joints. For the electrical system, we
show how information flows between the various hardware and software components
on the robot, once again highlighting how the this new design improves upon the previous version. Since much of DoggyDeux’s electrical system is comprised of custom
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printed PCB boards, we explain the function of each of the various circuit modules
and how these modules make it simple to update DoggyDeux’s electrical system in
the future. To conclude our section on DoggyDeux’s design methodology, we turn our
attention to the major components of the control system, including the BPA pressure
control algorithm and SNN, which are the final pieces necessary to achieve controlled
movement in DoggyDeux.
Having described the design methodology for each of DoggyDeux’s major systems,
Chapter 4: Materials & Manufacturing focuses on techniques used to assemble
the robot. Since all of DoggyDeux’s structural components are either 3D printed or
purchased hardware, we enumerate and justify the various 3D printing choices made
when producing DoggyDeux’s custom components. In this section we also provide
more detailed specifications for the robot, including approximate component count,
robot weight, major dimensions, and range of motion. For major hardware components, such as the sensors, actuators, and valve manifold, we include manufacturer
part numbers for reference.
With a fully designed and assembled robot, Chapter 5: Results presents some
of the data collected during operation of the robot that indicate it responds correctly
to commands from an SNN. For this purpose, we use a simple SNN circuit that
commands each joint on the front left leg to alternate between states of maximum
flexion and extension. The muscle tension commands from the SNN are implemented
by our local control algorithm that regulates pressure in each muscle on the front left
leg. For the purpose of demonstration, we implement a simple bang-bang pressure
controller for each front left leg muscle, which with some modifications, is able to
achieve the muscle pressures specified by the SNN. These results indicate that we are
able to get controlled motion from the limbs of the robot using our setup.
To conclude this report, Chapter 6: Discussion & Future Work assess the
5

extent to which we were able to achieve each of the goals that we set out to achieve,
how the robot could be improved in the future, and some of the future work for which
we intend to use DoggyDeux. As with our section on the robot’s design methodology,
we consider each major system on the robot to discuss potential future improvements,
including such things as localized part re-designs and different control algorithm approaches. Since this work focuses primarily on the design of DoggyDeux, there is
significant room for both design improvement of the robot and future SNN research
leveraging this new robot as a research tool.

6

Chapter 2: Background

In order to understand the various design decisions made throughout the development of DoggyDeux, it is necessary to have some background information on braided
pneumatic actuators (BPAs), central pattern generators (CPGs), and the design of
the original Puppy robot. As such, we now provide a brief introduction to each of
these subjects. More detailed treatments of these topics can be found in the sources
referenced throughout this section.

2.1

Braided Pneumatic Actuators (BPAs)

Both the original and newly designed robots rely on braided pneumatic actuators
(BPAs), which are also sometimes called pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs), to
generate motion. BPAs are a unique type of compliant linear pneumatic actuator
that contract when pressurized. Note that, although the path of motion generated
by a BPA is linear (as opposed to rotational), the dynamics of this motion are nonlinear [4]. While the exact design of a BPA varies depending on the manufacturer,
they are generally tubes or bladders that include a braided mesh which facilitates
contraction when inflated. The BPAs used on Puppy and DoggDeux are manufactured
by Festo, and feature high durability compared to most other manufactured BPAs.
The particular ones on these robots are 10mm Festo DMSP fluidic muscles. An
example of one of the Festo BPAs similar to those used on Puppy and DoggyDeux is
shown in inflated and deflated states in Fig. 2.1.
7

Figure 2.1: (a) Deflated Festo braided pneumatic actuator. (b) Inflated Festo braided
pneumatic actuator.

The novelty of these actuators comes from both their passive compliance and
the fact they exhibit force-length curves more similar to real muscles than other
types of actuators. Both of these factors are particularly important for bio-mimetic
applications due to the fact that these properties allow our simulated synthetic neural
networks (SNNs) to interact with physical actuators that more closely match those
typical of biology. While SNNs could certainly be used to control more traditional
actuators, such as DC motors, their method of actuation is fundamentally different
than BPAs and not biologically relevant. Therefore SNNs designed to control such
actuators would be less biologically realistic and thus would contribute less to our
understanding of the underlying neural circuits responsible for locomotion in animals,
which is the very subject we wish to investigate.
Fortunately, past work characterizing the tension, pressure, and strain relationship
of the BPAs provides a method of converting from a desired actuator tension to the
requisite BPA pressure, given the current actuator stain [4]. In fact, any two of the
three aforementioned state variables (tension, pressure, and stain) can be used to
compute the other two by rearranging

8


P = a0 + a1 tan a2



k
a4 F + kmax




+ a3 + a5 F + a6 S.

(2.1)

where F is the muscle tension, P is the muscle pressure, k is the muscle strain relative
to its resting length, kmax is the muscle strain achieved at maximum pressure, S ∈
{0, 1} is a hysteresis factor, and a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 ∈ R are empirical constants.
This equation is useful for our specific application because it allows us to convert
the muscle tension values computed by a SNN to their associated BPA pressure
values. By leveraging this equation, we are therefore able to bridge the gap between
our biologically inspired SNN and the physical instantiation of our robot (which is
actuated by pressures, not action potentials).

2.2

Central Pattern Generators (CPGs)

Central pattern generators (CPGs) are oscillatory neural circuits present in the peripheral nervous system of many animals that are responsible for a wide variety of
different repetitious behaviors, such as walking, breathing, and digesting [10, 16].
These types of neural circuits are of particular interest to biologists because their
behavior can be modulated by descending commands and sensory feedback while remaining partially functional even when completely deafferented [15]. This means that
many important biological activities, such as legged locomotion, can be understood
in large part by studying the behavior of these decentralized CPGs and their response
to sensory feedback without the need for a unified brain theory.
As such, much research effort has been expended to understand CPG dynamics,
how CPGs integrate sensory feedback, and how CPGs interact with each other to
achieve emergent coordination. For example, work with decrebate cats revealed that
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ambulation could be induced via proprioceptive feedback by supporting these cats
over treadmills [9]. Similarly, work with stick insects has indicated that even in the
absence of sensory feedback from a specific leg (due to that leg being clipped), the
remaining leg stub may continue to step in rhythm with the other legs due to feedback
from other legs [2, 3]. These are but two examples of a plethora of research that
demonstrates that interactions between CPGs are modulated by sensory feedback
and form the foundation of legged locomotion.
Due to their relevance to legged locomotion, the SNNs that we seek to implement
on DoggyDeux incorporate CPGs with proprioceptive feedback pathways. Note, however, that CPGs can have a variety of different topologies, with some CPGs exhibiting
oscillatory behavior due to their inherent characteristics (e.g., pacemaker neurons)
and others due to emergent properties in their network (e.g. mutual inhibition) [10].
The simple four neuron CPG comprised of two half-center neurons with persistent
sodium channels and mutually inhibitory interneurons shown in Fig. 2.2 is an example
of the latter case and is the CPG topology we use in DoggyDeux’s SNN.

Figure 2.2: Four neuron CPG comprised of two interneurons and two half-center neurons
with persistent sodium channels and mutual inhibition.

Depending on the number of simplifying assumptions that one applies, there are
many different neuron models of varying levels of complexity and biological plausi-
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bility. All of our simulations use a non-spiking Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model with
leak, synaptic, and applied currents, with half center neurons having the additional
complexity of also including sodium channel currents. The application of this type
of non-spiking neuron model to CPGs and control is discussed in more detail by
Szczecinski et al. in [17]. A brief review of these formulations is presented here for
reference, since we use the same neuron model. However, it should be noted that
in our case, these neuron models will be simulated in Animatlab, a neuromechanical
simulation software package designed for this purpose [7].
Non-spiking Hodgkin-Huxley neuron models are based on relating the rate of
change of the neuron’s membrane voltage to the total current passing into and out of
the neuron. This formulation yields the differential equation

Cm V̇ = Itotal ,

(2.2)

where Cm is the neuron’s membrane capacitance, V is the neuron’s membrane voltage,
and Itotal is the total current entering and leaving the neuron. The total current may
be broken down into several different components. For the half center neurons, we
have

Itotal = Ileak + Isyn + IN a + Iapp ,

(2.3)

where Ileak is the neuron’s leak current, Isyn is the current applied to the neuron via
its synaptic connections, IN a is the current produced by persistent sodium channels,
and Iapp is any current being externally applied to the neuron. Note that, while
the half center neurons include the persistent sodium channel current term, IN a , the
interneurons in our CPG and in the rest of the network lack this term. With the
exception of the applied current term, Iapp , each of the sources of current can be
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written more explicitly in terms of neuron and synaptic properties. The terms are

Ileak = Gm (Er − V ),
Isyn =

n
X

Gs,i (Es,i − V ),

(2.4)
(2.5)

i=1

IN a = GN a m∞ h(EN a − V ),

(2.6)

where Gm is the neuron’s membrane conductance , Er is the neuron’s resting potential,
Gs,i is the synaptic conductance of the ith synapse, Es,i is the reversal potential of
the ith synapse, GN a is the conductance of the sodium channels, EN a is the reversal
potential of the sodium channels, m∞ is the steady state sodium channel activation
parameter, and h is the sodium channel deactivation. For the half center neurons h
is a second dynamical variable that satisfies

ḣ =

h∞ − h
,
τh

(2.7)

where h∞ is the steady state sodium channel deactivation parameter and τh is the
sodium channel deactivation time constant. The sodium channel deactivation time
constant has the form

τh = τh,max h∞

p
Ah eSh (V −Eh ) ,

(2.8)

where τh,max is the maximum sodium channel deactivation time constant and Ah ,
Sh , and Eh are constants. Both the steady state sodium channel activation and
deactivation parameters, m∞ and h∞ , respectively, are sigmoids of the form
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1
,
1 + Am eSm (V −Em )
1
=
,
1 + Ah eSh (V −Eh )

m∞ =
h∞

(2.9)
(2.10)

where Am , Sm , and Em are constants. Finally, the synaptic conductances are given
by

Gs,i

 


Vpre,i − Elo,i
,0 ,1 ,
= gi,max min max
Ehi,i − Elo,i

(2.11)

where gi,max is the maximum conductance of the ith synapse, Ehi,i is the voltage limit
of the ith synapse, Elo,i is the voltage threshold of the ith synapse, and Vpre,i is the
membrane voltage of the ith pre-synaptic neuron.
Substituting each of these pieces back into their appropriate current definitions
and then rewriting the original differential equation yields a system of two first order
differential equations for each half center neuron and a single first order differential
equation for each of the remaining neurons. As noted above, we will not explicitly
solve this system of differential equations ourselves, but rather leverage Animatlab
to do so for us. These equations do, however, form the mathematical background for
the neuron models that we utilize in DoggyDeux’s SNN.

2.3

Puppy at Case Western Reserve University

The design of DoggyDeux is heavily inspired by that of the original Puppy robot at
CWRU. As such, we next describe some of the work that was completed with Puppy
as well as the limitations of this robot that we seek to correct with our new design.
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2.3.1

Research with Puppy

The Puppy robot at CWRU was built for the purpose of researching legged locomotion and was later adapted to be controlled via SNNs [5]. The most notable difference
between the neural network implemented on this robot and those being applied to
most other areas in modern robotics, such as computer vision, is the degree of biological plausibility of these models. While modern approaches in machine learning apply
deep neural networks with largely unconstrained topologies and massive parameter
spaces, Puppy’s neural network contains relatively few neurons arranged into an architecture directly informed by neurobiology [11]. For instance, Puppy’s neural network
features populations of neurons organized into CPGs and biologically relevant proprioceptive feedback pathways (joint angle, muscle tension, etc.). As a result, Puppy
is able to achieve a stepping motion with emergent coordination among its hind legs
without a central controller to dictate timing. At the same time, work has also been
done on Puppy related to the mathematical characterization of BPAs [4]. While
the compliance and nonlinear behavior of these types of actuators make them more
challenging to control, their similarity to real muscles makes them more biologically
relevant and therefore an good actuator for use on Puppy.

2.3.2

Puppy’s Limitations

While Puppy has been successful as a platform for SNN locomotion control research,
there are several notable limitations of the robot. The most important of these
limitations are the limited range of motion at certain joints and the persistent kinking
of the BPAs [5]. The range of motion restrictions are both a result of the limited
maximum draw length of the BPAs and the location of muscle attachment points
relative to the joint locations. The maximum attainable draw length of any BPA is
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Figure 2.3: Severe buckling of the front right shoulder extensor braided pneumatic actuator on Puppy at Case Western Reserve University.

related to its resting length and limited by the maximum available supply pressure [4].
The greater the resting length, the greater the maximum draw length given the same
maximum supply pressure. Yet other design considerations (such as the limb lengths)
limit the resting length of the muscles and hence reduce the achievable range of motion
on the original robot.
Similarly, kinking of the BPAs occurs due to both interference with nearby components (in the case of the scapula muscles) and the fact that the BPAs are pinned at
both ends. Both of these effects can be seen on Puppy’s front right scapula pictured
in Fig. 2.3. The pin connections at both ends mean that, whenever both extensorflexor muscle pairs are fully lengthened (such as when the robot is powered off), the
muscles have no space to expand and therefore kink. Not only does this kinking
damage the muscles, but it also affects the dynamic behavior of the robot whenever
the muscles are not explicitly controlled to remove the kink by creating uncontrolled
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pushing forces. Algorithms can be used to attempt to remove the kink during operation, however this is not a biologically relevant control mechanism (muscles produce
little force unless activated), and the whether a previous version of this control was
successful was not verified.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Cognizant of our objectives for DoggyDeux, the following sections detail the design
methodology for various aspects of the new robot, emphasizing the specific design
decisions made to improve the robot. We discuss the design of each of the robot’s
major systems, including the mechanical, electrical, and control systems, and compare
each of these systems to their equivalent implementation on the previous robot. Each
of these primary robot systems are further divided into subsystems to provide more
focused treatment of the each important design decision. Figs. 3.1, 3.20, and 3.30
summarize the major subsystems of the robot.

3.1

Mechanical Design Methodology

DoggyDeux’s mechanical system includes its frame, actuation system, and the harness
structure used to support it during operation. The major components of the frame are
the front legs, back legs, and spine. Likewise, the major components of the actuation
system are the braided pneumatic actuators (BPAs) and the associated pneumatic
equipment. We systematically address each of these topics below.

3.1.1

Structural Design

Design efforts on the robot’s structure were focused on maintaining the biologic realism of the original robot, making the frame 3D printable, eliminating out of plane
bending of the leg members, and increasing the draw length of the muscles by mov17

Figure 3.1: Mechanical systems block diagram.

ing muscle attachment points. Creating 3D printable structural components required
that many parts be redesigned to accommodate minimum stiffness and fastening requirements. For instance, slotted cut-outs on the original robot leg members were
replaced with truss cut-out patterns to increase the stiffness of the legs. Also, components of the original robot with blind threaded holes for mounting were modified
to replace these holes with a thru-hole and nut design, which eliminated the need for
tapping of the 3D printed components.
Although these updates to the structural components were required to accommodate 3D printing, this manufacturing method also allowed for greater design flexibility
with respect to the complexity of the geometries that we could feasibly implement.
The increased design flexibility allowed for a significant reduction in the total number
of components, since it allowed many individual brackets to be combined into single, feature dense components. For example, by re-designing the front shoulders to
utilize our 3D printing capabilities, twelve components were combined into a single
aggregate front shoulder component. By applying similar modifications to all of the
joints in the robot, we were able to reduce from approximately 500 components used
in Puppy to approximately 360 used in DoggyDeux. As a result, the complete frame
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with the BPAs was reduced to a weight of approximately two kilograms (4.4 lbs).
The design flexibility afforded by 3D printing the frame also allowed out of plane
bending moments to be eliminated. In Puppy, the front shoulder flexor, as well as the
front wrist extensor and flexor, were offset from the plane of motion of the legs. The
fact that these muscles were offset from the plane of motion caused these muscles to
apply out-of-plane bending moments on these joints during operation. For the new 3D
printed frame, these out-of-plane bending moments were particularly harmful due to
the large inward deflections they caused in the front leg. To eliminate this, all offset
muscles were redesigned to allow the muscles to be mounted in-plane instead. As
can be seen in Fig. 3.6, the front shoulder flexor was moved in-plane by redesigning
the front leg pantograph member to fork around the muscle (rather than simply
using a straight member). Similarly, the front wrist muscles were moved in-plane by
redesigning the wrist joint to avoid collision with in-plane muscles. By exploiting the
greater design flexibility of 3D printed parts, all muscles on the newly design robot
act within the plane of motion and therefore out-of-plane bending moments have been
eliminated.
Another aspect of the structural design that was improved was the placement of
muscle attachment points. By utilizing more complex geometries at the joints, the
muscle attachment points were moved farther apart while maintaining the same limb
lengths. This is important because longer muscles have greater draw length for the
same maximum pressure and thus increase the range of motion of the robot. For
example, the front wrist extensor was lengthened by raising its upper attachment
point up the back of the leg as shown in Fig. 3.6. Similar modifications shown in Fig.
3.4 allowed the shoulder/knee muscle attachment points to be raised farther above
the scapula’s/hip’s center of rotation, allowing all of the shoulder/knee extensor and
flexor muscles to be increased in length. Finally, the scapula/hip muscles of the robot
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were nearly doubled in length by redesigning the harness attachment components and
moving the hip muscle attachment points such that the scapula/hip muscles could
extend across the entire body (see Fig. 3.13b). These modifications allowed for the
ubiquitous use of longer muscles on the newly designed robot and therefore improved
the range of motion of each joint.
Other smaller improvements in the frame design include incorporating hard stops
for the range of motion of each joint, eliminating the scapula/hip potentiometer
bracket used in the original design, and re-designing the joints to reduce friction.
The complete frame of DoggyDeux can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The next few sections
present a component level comparison between the previous and new designs.

Figure 3.2: DoggyDeux robot frame at Portland State University.
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Front Legs Design
Compared to the previous robot, DoggyDeux’s front legs are 3D printed, are feature
dense, require fewer fasteners, allow in-plane muscle mounting, and have more distant muscle attachment locations. Starting at DoggyDeux’s scapula, we can see in
Fig. 3.4b that collision between the front right shoulder extensor and the front right
scapula potentiometer bracket was eliminated. This was accomplished by eliminating
the front right scapula potentiometer bracket that wrapped around the leg in order
to secure the top of the potentiometer to the spine. Instead, DoggyDeux secures the
top of the potentiometer directly to the rotating scapula member and the tip of the
potentiometer to the spine through the scapula’s axis of rotation. The constituent
parts that act to fix the tip of the scapula potentiometer to the spine are shown in
Fig. 3.3. This design relies on hexagonal counter bores created via 3D printing to
lock the rotation of the tip of the potentiometer to the spine in a compact manner
inside the scapula member itself, which obviates the need for an external bracket.

Figure 3.3: DoggyDeux’s front left scapula section view.

Focusing still on the front scapulas, DoggyDeux’s front scapula members extend
farther above the axis of rotation of the scapula. This was done in order to extend
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the length of the front knee extensor and flexor muscles, which improves the range
of motion of the front shoulders. Similarly, the attachment mechanism for the front
scapula extensor and flexor muscles was altered in order to allow the front shoulder
flexor to extend the same distance above the center of rotation of the scapula. Beyond the potential impracticality of having excessively long scapula members, there
is nothing preventing the front shoulder extensor and flexor muscles from being made
arbitrarily long by increasing the height of their upper muscle attachment points.

Figure 3.4: (a) Front right scapula of Puppy robot at CWRU. (b) Front right scapula of
DoggyDeux robot at PSU.

Moving down the front leg to the first shoulder joint, we find many similar design
updates. Both the front and rear sides of the shoulder include pulley like mechanisms
to facilitate smooth rotation of the shoulders during actuation of the shoulder muscles. As will be explained in more detail during our discussion of DoggyDeux’s new
actuation system, the lower shoulder components now include locations in which the
string tendons associated with each shoulder muscle are embedded. In order to move
the shoulder flexor muscle in-plane the previously straight pantograph member has
been forked on DoggyDeux. Some of the changes to the front shoulders can be seen
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in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: (a) Front right shoulder joint on Puppy robot at CWRU. (b) Front right
shoulder joint on DoggyDeux robot at PSU.

At the knee joint, the pattern of combining the previously numerous brackets
into single components continues. Here we have also increased the length of the
front wrist extensor by raising its upper muscle attachment point as high as possible
without redesigning the pantograph mechanism. This can be seen in Fig. 3.11b.
Finally, the front wrist remains the most similar joint on DoggyDeux to the original
robot. With the exception of fewer brackets and in-plane alignment of the wrist
muscles show in Fig. 3.7, the front wrist and hand remain relatively similar.
Due to the relative simplicity of the surrounding wrist joint components (which
are the same for every wrist/ankle joint), the wrist is the ideal location to demonstrate the joint assembly used at every non-scapula joint. The wrist joint attachment
components can been seen in an exploded view in Fig. 3.8 and a section view in Fig.
3.9. The main structure of DoggyDeux’s wrist joint relies on the same principle of
operation as that used on Puppy – two double flanged components create a piano
hinge. However, as with the scapula joints, DoggyDeux’s wrist joints are secured
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Figure 3.6: (a) Front right knee joint on Puppy robot at CWRU. (b) Front right knee
joint of DoggyDeux robot at PSU.

Figure 3.7: (a) Front right wrist of Puppy robot at CWRU. (b) Front right wrist of
DoggyDeux at PSU.
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together in such a way as to allow for the tip of the wrist potentiometer to be fixed
to the lower piano hinge component, directly in line with the axis of rotation of the
wrist.

Back Legs Design
Many of the changes that were made to front leg components were also made to
back leg components. For instance, while the front scapula and back hip members on
Puppy differ, these same components were made to be identical on DoggyDeux. This
eliminates the need for another unique component and standardizes DoggyDeux’s
design. Just as with the front leg, DoggyDeux’s back leg has muscle attachment points
that are farther apart, eliminates the need for a bracket to secure the potentiometer,
and changes the hip muscle attachment scheme in order to facilitate the use of longer
knee muscles. Fig. 3.10 shows a comparison of the original and newly designed back
hip members.
The knee is the joint at which the front and back legs differ most significantly. In
order to incorporate the pantograph member into the DoggyDeux’s front knees, the
role of providing muscle attachment locations for the shoulder and wrist muscles is
divided among the shoulder and knee joints. The shoulder joint provides attachment
points for the shoulder extensor-flexor muscle pair, while the knee joint provides
attachment points for the wrist extensor-flexor muscle pair. The back knee effectively
combines the features of the front shoulder and knee joint components into a single
part by allowing the attachment of both knee tendon strings and ankle muscles. See
Fig. 3.11 for a comparison of the two back knee designs.
In order to standardize the parts, the back ankle joint design is the same as the
front wrist joint design, with the exception of the foot (which is longer than the hand).
The wrist/ankle design is modular so that different hand/foot attachments may be
25

Figure 3.8: Exploded view of DoggyDeux’s back left ankle.
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Figure 3.9: Section view of DoggyDeux’s back left ankle.

attached as necessary (see Fig. 3.12).

Spine Design
Puppy’s spine consists of a single rectangular bar of tube stock with a triangular cut
out pattern along its length to reduce weight. On either side of this main structural
component are two plastic rectangular tubes that do not support any of the weight
of the robot but instead serve to house the wiring that travels along the robot’s
spine. DoggyDeux’s spine has a similar design, but has been modified to reduce
component count and make it 3D printable. For example, Fig. 3.13 shows how the
three rectangular tubes that comprise Puppy’s spine have been laterally combined into
a single piece on DoggyDeux to reduce the need for fastening. This is especially useful
on DoggyDeux, since the spine is too long to be 3D printed as a single component and
must therefore be divided into three segments lengthwise. This would mean that, if
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Figure 3.10: (a) Back right hip on Puppy at CWRU. (b) Back right hip on DoggyDeux
at PSU.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Back right knee on Puppy at CWRU. (b) Back right knee on DoggyDeux
at PSU.

Figure 3.12: (a) Back right ankle on Puppy at CWRU. (b) Back right ankle on DoggyDeux
at PSU.
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the spine where not combined into a single segment laterally, we would need to fasten
together nine separate components to preserve the original dimensions of the robot.
Since the new spine design uses all three rectangular chambers to both support the
robot and provide space for wiring and tubing, DoggyDeux’s spine is both stiffer and
has more internal space for components.

Figure 3.13: (a) Spine on Puppy at CWRU. (b) Spine on DoggyDeux at PSU.

Beyond merely the shape of the spine, DoggyDeux also features a significantly
different scapula/hip muscle attachment scheme and harness mounting strategy. As
shown in Fig. 3.13b, DoggyDeux’s scapula/hip muscles extend across almost the
entire length of the spine. This nearly doubles the length of the scapula/hip muscles,
but requires the addition of two more brackets to support the scapula/hip muscles
at their new attachment locations. Two of these brackets can be seen in Fig. 3.14.
These brackets are the same on both the front and back of the robot – they are merely
rotated 180 degrees when mounted on the rear. As with nearly all other components,
the left and right side versions of the bracket are mirrored.
In order to accommodate the longer scapula/hip muscles, Puppy’s original har30

Figure 3.14: (a) Left scapula muscle attachment bracket on DoggyDeux at PSU. (b) Right
scapula muscle attachment bracket on DoggyDeux at PSU.

ness attachment components were also redesigned. DoggyDeux’s harness attachment
components can be seen in Fig. 3.15 on top of the spine and over the scapula/hip muscles. These components consist of brackets that extend over the top of the scapula/hip
muscles to facilitate revolute connections with the harness and an eye bolt mounted
to the back of the robot for attachment to a counterweight. We discuss the design of
the harness in more detail next.

3.1.2

Harness Design

Like its predecessor, DoggyDeux is limited to sagittal plane motion. As a result,
we developed a harness that is compatible with DoggyDeux’s frame to prevent the
robot from falling sideways during testing on our treadmill. The harness mechanism
consists of a counterweight and slider built into the upper structure of the treadmill
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Figure 3.15: Top view of DoggyDeux at PSU with harness attachment components boxed
in red.
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using T-slot framing components, pulleys, 6.35 mm (0.25 in) diameter nylon rope,
linear bearings, and roller wheel brackets. The counterweight support attaches to the
eye bolt mounted on the back of the robot, while the slider mechanism attaches via
25.4 mm (1 in) diameter aluminum tubing and roller bearings. The upper sliding
mechanism moves along two T-slot frames using two roller wheel brackets and two
linear bearing mounts. This harness allows for forward and backward motion of
approximately 61 cm (24 in) and vertical movement up to approximately 25.4 cm (10
in) from the treadmill table belt. Fig. 3.16 shows the robot supported by the harness
and counterweight.

Figure 3.16: DoggyDeux harness at PSU.

3.1.3

Actuation System Design

Both Puppy and DoggyDeux rely exclusively on BPAs arranged in antagonistic extensorflexor pairs to generate motion. As mentioned in our discussion of the limitations of
the Puppy robot, two of the major limitations of the original robot are related to
its use of BPAs: (1) the limited range of motion of some joints and (2) the kinking
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of the BPAs. Likewise, in our discussion of the frame, we already noted that the
resting muscle lengths were extended by redesigning components to move the muscle
attachment points farther apart while maintaining the same limb length. As such,
we now focus on the design decisions taken to eliminate muscle kinking.

Braided Pneumatic Actuators
The original robot experienced muscle kinking primarily due to the fact that the
muscles were pinned at both ends. Our new design eliminates this root cause by
pinning down only the upper end of each muscle and using a string to tie down
the other end. One end of the string is tied to a custom end piece on the muscle,
while the other is embedded in the corresponding 3D printed lower joint component.
Using this method, the muscle length is set to be the maximum available length that
avoids collision with the surrounding structural components. The string length is
then determined by rotating the associated joint into the position (either maximum
extension or maximum flexion) that would require the muscle of interest to attain its
maximum length, and then cutting the string to bridge this gap. The string is then
tied slightly shorter than required to pre-tension the muscle, which ensures that the
muscle can achieve the desired range of motion, even after some loosening inevitably
occurs. This method eliminates muscle kinking when extensor-flexor muscle pairs
are both simultaneously lengthened by allowing the strings to carry the slack. An
example of this technique applied to the back right knee is shown in Fig. 3.17.
In addition to preventing kinking, the new muscle-string design has the additional
benefit of allowing greater flexibility in the location of lower muscle attachment points.
Since the strings are much less bulky than the brackets used to pin down the muscle
ends on the original robot, the muscle attachment points can be moved closer to
one another and closer to the center of rotation of the joint. While moving the
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muscle attachment points closer to the center of rotation decreases the moment arm
of the muscle applied to the lower limb, it also allows smaller muscle draw lengths to
be translated into larger limb angle changes. Thus we can achieve a larger range of
motion at any given joint with the same muscle draw length. Beyond these immediate
practical benefits, the muscle-string design is also more biologically mimetic, since the
string acts similarly to a tendon by allowing the artificial muscles to wrap around the
joints. Future efforts could replace the strings used in this design with cables and a
tensioning mechanism to facilitate fine tuning of these tendon lengths.

Figure 3.17: (a) Rear view of DoggyDeux’s back knee at PSU. (b) Front view of DoggyDeux’s back knee at PSU.

Pneumatic System Design
In order to actuate the BPAs, an air supply system must be included for the robot.
While DoggyDeux uses a valve manifold that is different from that of Puppy (see Fig.
4.1), the general layout of the pneumatic system is the same. Supply air at approximately 6.2 bar (90 psi) enters the robot from the rear and attaches to the robot’s
valve manifold, which is mounted underneath the spine. The major difference is that
the exhaust air is simply expelled directly from the valve manifold to atmosphere
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through silencers, there is no need for a secondary exhaust line on DoggyDeux. From
each of the 24 valves that comprise the valve manifold a pneumatic tube extends toward the front of the robot. This tube is divided into two via a T-union fitting, from
which one of the ends is attached to a custom pressure sensor array (also mounted
underneath the spine) and the other is routed into the spine of the robot. The custom pressure sensor array is shown for reference in Fig. 3.18. Once inside the spine,
the pneumatic tubes travel a distance along the length of the spine that depends on
the tubes final destination. Those tubes intended to supply air for front leg muscles
travel only a short distance along the spine before leaving the spine to be routed to
their associated BPA. Likewise, those tubes intended for BPAs mounted to the back
legs travel the entire length of the spine before exiting the spine to be routed to their
associated BPAs. The tubes associated with scapula/hip and shoulder/knee muscles
are then attached directly to their BPAs, while tubes associated with the wrist/ankle
are routed into and down each limb of the appropriate leg until they reach their target BPA. In this way, air is supplied to all of the BPAs on DoggyDeux in a uniform
manner. A schematic that summarizes this routing scheme is shown in Fig. 3.19.

Figure 3.18: Pressure sensor array on DoggyDeux at Portland State University.
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Figure 3.19: Pneumatic routing schematic for DoggyDeux at Portland State University
(not to scale).

3.2

Electrical Design Methodology

Having completely described DoggyDeux’s physical structure, we now discuss the
design of the electrical system that brings the robot to life. As shown in 3.20, the
electrical system is logically divided into two main subsystems: (1) software and (2)
hardware. The software used to run DoggyDeux can be further subdivided into four
programs, while the hardware can be subdivided into many circuit modules. We will
first discuss the flow of information established on the robot by these four programs
and then discuss the implementation of each of the custom circuit modules on the
robot.
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Figure 3.20: Electrical systems block diagram.

3.2.1

Software Design

The primary function of DoggyDeux’s software is to implement the algorithms that
control the robot, and in doing so, transfer necessary information between the robot’s
sensors, microprocessors, and actuators. Beginning with an active synthetic neural
network (SNN) simulation running in Animatlab [7] (a neuromechanical simulation
software), desired muscle tension values, represented by motor neuron voltages, are
computed by the SNN and sent as floats to Matlab via a virtual serial port. Reading in these values, Matlab first converts these voltages to their corresponding force
values, then uses Eq. 2.1 to convert the desired muscle tensions to the BPA pressure
required to achieve these tensions, and finally sends the resulting pressure commands
to the master microcontroller as unsigned 16 bit integers via a UART interface. The
master microcontroller reads in these values and distributes them appropriately to the
corresponding slave microcontrollers as 16 bit unsigned integers via a SPI interface.
The slave microcontrollers then implement a local pressure control algorithm, which
uses the current pressure error to determine when to open their assigned valve on the
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manifold.
In the opposite direction, the master microcontroller reads in filtered, analog sensor values via a 64 channel multiplexer, which it sends to Matlab as 16 bit unsigned
integers via a universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) interface. Matlab
reads in these values, converts them to floats, and sends them over another virtual
serial port to Animatlab. Finally, Animatlab incorporates these sensor values into
the active SNN simulation to determine the next desired muscle tension. Fig. 3.21
shows how information flows between each of these programs.

Figure 3.21: Information flow between DoggyDeux programs.

3.2.2

Hardware Design

In order to read from all 24 joint angle potentiometers and 14 pressure sensors while
simultaneously implementing all 24 local pressure control algorithms, DoggyDeux relies on an extensive amount of electrical hardware. This hardware takes the form
of purchased components, such as the joint angle potentiometers and pressures sensors, as well as several custom designed PCB boards. These boards are divided into
distinct modules responsible for supplying power to the board, filtering the sensor
signals, scaling the sensor signals, and implementing the master and slave microcontroller circuits. The flow of information between DoggyDeux’s electrical hardware
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is summarized in a schematic in Fig. 3.22. Each of these custom PCB modules is
discussed in more detail below.

Figure 3.22: Information flow between DoggyDeux electrical hardware modules.

Power Supply Module
The power supply module is a simple custom circuit responsible for providing the
necessary regulated voltage sources to the rest of the electrical system, including +24,
+5V , and −24 sources. The +24V output is created by passing a raw +27V signal
from an adjustable +24V ±3V voltage source through a +24V voltage regulator. The
+24V regulated signal is then passed through a +5V regulator to obtain the required
5V output. Finally, the −24V output is achieved by connecting the regulated 24V
signal from a second +24V voltage regulator to the ground of the first +24V voltage
regulator. This circuit is shown in Fig. 3.23.
Filter Module
The filter module allows for the implementation of up to four 3-stage analog filters per
module using the multiple feedback topology. Since there are a total of 38 sensors on
DoggyDeux, there are ten filter modules included in the electrical hardware design.
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Figure 3.23: Power supply module layout.

These modules achieve their function by using three 4-channel operational amplifiers,
along with resistors and capacitors, patterned in such a way as to achieve the standard
multiple feedback topology for filters. Fig. 3.24 shows the layout of this module.
Note that, digital filters could be used in place of these analog filters. However,
implementing 38 digital filters would significantly slow the control algorithms.

Figure 3.24: Four 3-stage multiple feedback filter module layout.
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Analog Scaling Module
In order to provide as much resolution as possible, each of DoggyDeux’s joint angle
potentiometers are supplied with +24V . This larger potentiometer voltage supply
increases the resolution of our potentiometer measurements by mapping the same
potentiometer angle changes to larger voltage changes, thus making it easier to distinguish between true potentiometer angle changes and background noise. However,
since the ADC on our microcontroller can only read voltages in the range 0V -5V ,
this means that we have to scale the analog voltage signal from our potentiometers
from 0V -24V to 0V -5V for these values to be interpreted by the microcontroller.
Furthermore, since no single joint uses the full 270 degree potentiometer range of
motion, no single potentiometer uses the full 0V -24V range. Instead, each individual
potentiometer uses a subset of this range (e.g., 12V -18V ) that must be scaled to the
0V -5V range of the microcontroller.
We face a similar challenge in the opposite direction when attempting to read the
pressure sensors. Since the pressure sensors require a nominal supply voltage of +5V ,
and the maximum pressure that we seek to measure with the sensors (6.2 bar) is well
below their maximum acceptable pressure, we find that the pressure sensors typically
output a voltage of approximately +3.3V when supplied our maximum pressure. Since
this is within the range that can be read by the ADC on our microcontrollers, we do
not strictly need to scale the pressure sensor signals. However, since we are using a
10 bit ADC and want to have as much resolution as possible, we can again improve
the resolution of our sensor measurements by scaling the pressure sensor output up
to the range 0V -5V .
Accomplishing the scaling of our analog sensor signals is the purpose of our analog
scaling module. By combining inverting and non-inverting op-amps, we can arbitrarily
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scale any of our analog sensor voltages to encompass our desired range of 0V -5V ,
either by scaling up or down the original signal. Each module is capable of scaling
signals from four different sensors. As such, we use ten of these for the complete
robot. The board layout for the analog scaling circuit is shown in Fig. 3.25.

Figure 3.25: Analog scaling module layout.

64-Channel Multiplexer Module
Due to the extensive number of sensors included on DoggyDeux (38 in total), and
the possibility of adding more sensors in the future, it is necessary to expand the
capacity of our master microcontroller to read in sensor data. For DoggyDeux, this is
accomplished by utilizing a 64-channel multiplexer constructed from nine 8-channel
multiplexers. This module requires the standard log2 (64) = 6 input pins to select the
desired channel and acts effectively as either a multiplexer or demultiplexer. While
the board layout shown in Fig. 3.26 appears to be the most complex of all of the
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custom modules, this is simply due to the large number of connections required to
wire all nine constituent multiplexers.

Figure 3.26: 64-Channel multiplexer / demultiplexer module layout.

Master Microcontroller Module
The master microcontroller is responsible for receiving command pressures from Matlab via a UART interface, distributing these command pressures to the appropriate
slave microcontroller via a SPI, reading in sensor values from the multiplexer, and
sending these values back to Matlab as via the same UART interface. The master
microcontroller module allows the master microcontroller to accomplish these tasks
by providing the necessary power supply to the microcontroller, setting up the UART
and SPI communication channels, providing it a clock, allowing it to be programmed
via ISP, and buffering signals meant for the ADC. The various components of this
module can be seen in Fig. 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Master microcontroller module layout.

Slave Microcontroller Module
The slave microcontroller circuit is responsible for implementing a local pressure control scheme for its assigned muscle. To do this, it must receive command pressures
via a SPI from the master microcontroller, read the current pressure of the muscle it
is responsible for controlling, and output a digital signal to the valve manifold breakout module. Since DoggyDeux uses the same type of microcontroller for both the
master microcontroller and slave microcontrollers, the slave microcontroller module
is very similar to the master microcontroller module, simply with fewer components.
Fig. 3.28 shows how the slave microcontroller module differs from the master microcontroller circuit. Note that, since there are 24 muscles on the robot, DoggyDeux
includes 24 of these modules.
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Figure 3.28: Slave microcontroller module layout.

Valve Manifold Breakout Module
The final custom circuit board created for DoggyDeux is the valve manifold breakout
module. This circuit includes three transistor arrays wired to a pin header that is
compatible with the electrical connection found on the Festo valve manifold. The
purpose of the valve manifold breakout module is both to connect each slave microcontroller with the valve that it is controlling and also to step up the voltage of the
digital signals generated by the slave microcontrollers from +5V to +24V as required
by the Festo valve manifold. This circuit is shown in Fig. 3.29.

3.3

Control System Design Methodology

Now that the flow of information through DoggyDeux’s electrical hardware and software has been discussed, we can turn our attention to the control algorithms used on
the robot. As with any controls problem, there are two main questions we must answer: (1) what do we want to do and (2) how do we do it? Clearly we want the robot
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Figure 3.29: Transistor valve breakout module layout.

to walk, but what do the limbs need to do in order to generate a walking motion?
How can we actually get the limbs to move in the desired manner using our BPAs?
There are many possible solutions to these problems. From a traditional robotics
perspective, a roboticist could solve the problem of what to do by specifying specific
limb trajectories taken from the kinematic data of walking animals. The roboticist
could then theoretically achieve these trajectories by implementing local joint angle
controllers at each limb. While this technique would likely succeed in generating
some form of ambulation in the robot, it would reveal nothing about the how the
underlying biology actually generates the necessary trajectories for coordinate walking and would require that new trajectories be generated for every desired behavior.
In order to address these problems, DoggyDeux instead relies on a biologically inspired SNN to compute desired muscle tensions. As in the traditional approach, once
these muscle tensions are determined by the SNN, they are then converted to BPA
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muscle pressures and implemented via local pressure controllers. We next discuss the
specific local pressure control algorithm and SNN used to test the functionality of
DoggyDeux.

Figure 3.30: Control systems block diagram.

3.3.1

Local Pressure Controller Design

As shown in Fig. 3.22, each slave microcontroller is responsible for taking the command pressure value from the master microcontroller and implementing a local pressure control algorithm to set the pressure in the associated BPA to this value. In
order to accomplish this, the slave microcontroller reads the desired BPA pressure
value from the master microcontroller and the actual filtered BPA pressure value
from the appropriate pressure sensor. The slave microcontroller then uses these values to determine whether to open or close the valve for which it is responsible.
While several different control schemes were considered, including a PWM based
method purposed later in the future improvements section, the control algorithm
implemented for the purpose of testing DoggyDeux’s ability to respond to commands
from its SNN is a bang-bang controller. Bang-bang control is a simple and fast control
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scheme used in many applications with discrete controller actions. Since the valve
manifold we are using is comprised of two way valves, this is precisely the type of
system we are seeking to control here. The bang-bang control scheme operates by
computing the error between the desired set point and actual set point and selecting
a controller action based on this error value. In our case, the slave microcontroller
first computes the difference between the desired BPA pressure and the actual BPA
pressure and then opens the associated valve if the error is below a certain threshold
and closes the valve if the error is above a certain threshold. This process is shown
in a flow chart in Fig. 3.31.

Figure 3.31: Bang-bang control flow chart.

Note, however, that there is an additional complication to any control scheme
utilizing our valve manifold. Given that the manifold has a finite maximum switching frequency of approximately 100Hz, and the unregulated flow rate from the valve
manifold is quite high, significant pressure fluctuations can occur in the BPAs during
the 10ms period that the valve maintains its last commanded position. In order to
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reduce these otherwise unavoidable pressure fluctuations, a flow rate limiting device
is installed on the valve manifold. As one might expect, limiting the flow rate too
significantly will precipitously decrease the response time of our pneumatic system,
since it will take the air longer to travel to and from each of the muscles. However,
limiting the flow rate just enough so that the BPA pressure does not change significantly during a single 10ms period does not severely impact the system rise time and
allows the controller to maintain a much more stable BPA pressure.
Finally, while this is the local pressure control scheme we use here to test the functionality of the robot, this algorithm may very well be updated as more sophisticated
SNNs are implemented on the robot. Due to the fact that we have allocated a single
slave microcontroller to each BPA muscle on the robot, we have great flexibility in
how we solve the local pressure control problem in the future.

3.3.2

Synthetic Neural Network Controller Design

Confident that desired muscle tensions can be achieved quickly and accurately via our
local pressure controllers, we can now implement a SNN on DoggyDeux to generate
the muscle tension values required for locomotion. However, as alluded to in the
CPG background section, the precise structure of the SNN necessary to accomplish
this task is still an open area of research. In fact, this is one of the questions that we
intend to address in future work using DoggyDeux. Fortunately, past efforts involving
the original Puppy robot provide an initial controller design for our SNN that can
be improved upon in future iterations [11]. To this end we implement a simple SNN
comprised of CPGs, interneurons, and motor neurons with one subnetwork for each
actuated joint on the robot. Since each of these subnetworks is identical, only the
front left scapula network is shown in Fig. 3.32 for brevity. Moving from left to right
through each subnetwork, the first four neurons form the fundamental CPG structure
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shown in 2.2. Given some initial disturbance from equilibrium and an appropriate
level of mutual inhibition, the membrane voltage of each of the half center neurons
will oscillate indefinitely. The frequency of oscillation of these neurons is determined
by the relative strength of the mutual inhibition between the half center neurons.
Since the CPG output tends to be small in amplitude, the next set of four neurons
are used to scale up the amplitude of the oscillations created by the CPG neurons.
Finally, the last three nodes in the network are the target muscle, an adapter node
used in Animatlab to convert data types, and a muscle node which is stimulated by
the motor neuron. The specific values of these neurons are set such that the resulting
muscle tension oscillation alternates between its minimum and maximum values (i.e.,
fully extended and fully flexed).

Figure 3.32: Front left scapula synthetic neural network on DoggyDeux at Portland State
University.

Note that in order to produce coordinated walking, this network would need extensive modification by, at the very least, incorporating proprioceptive feedback in
the network [9, 12]. This network is only intended for use in testing the functionality of the robot and will be replaced by more sophisticated networks as DoggyDeux
begins to be used for SNN research.
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Chapter 4: Materials & Manufacturing

Having designed each of the major subsystems of DoggyDeux, we now discuss the
specifics of how each of these subsystems were manufactured and assembled. This
section follows the same framework as the methodology section, but omits any discussion of the software or control algorithms, due to the fact that these systems clearly
do not have a physical implementation. Instead, we emphasize the manufacture and
assembly of the mechanical and electrical hardware used throughout the robot.

4.1

Mechanical Materials & Manufacturing

Recall from Fig. 3.1 that DoggyDeux’s mechanical system includes its structure,
actuation system, and harness. These are the areas of the robot that require the most
purchased hardware and manufacturing effort. As such, we discuss these aspects of
the robot next.

4.1.1

Structural Materials & Manufacturing

Beyond the standard fasteners used to assemble the robot, all of the structural components of the robot are custom designed and 3D printed with a proprietary material
called Onyx. Developed by the 3D printing technology company Markforged, Onyx is
a plastic made from Nylon mixed with chopped carbon fiber [1]. Some of the material
properties of Onyx as provided by Markforged are enumerated in Table 4.1.
While we are in the process of conducting our own experiments to verify these ma52

Table 4.1: Onyx material properties as provided by Markforged.

Property
Tensile Modulus [GPa]
Tensile Stress at Yield [MPa]
Tensile Strain at Yield [%]
Tensile Stress at Break [MPa]
Tensile Strain at Break [%]
Flexural Strength [MPa]
Flexural Modulus [GPa]
Heat Deflection Temperature
Izod Impact - Notched [J/m]
Density [g/cm3 ]

Value
1.4
36
25
30
58
81
3.6
145
330
1.2

terial properties and assess how changing 3D printing parameters affects the quality
of printed parts, we can be certain that the numerous 3D printer parameter options
have a significant effect on the end quality of our parts. For completeness, the most
relevant 3D printer parameters settings used for most of DoggyDeux’s components
are list in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: 3D printer settings used to print most parts on DoggyDeux.

Property
Layer Height [mm]
Fill Pattern
Fill Density [%]
Roof & Floor Layers [#]
Wall Layers [#]

Value
0.200
Triangular
37
4
2

Another choice that must be made when 3D printing that is not enumerated in
Table 4.2 is the choice of print direction. Since 3D printed parts are inherently layered
and therefore orthotropic, it is important to consider the loading conditions under
which the final part will operate when selecting an appropriate printing direction.
Other factors that must be accounted for include the presence of support material,
surface finish, material cost, and printing time. While some printing orientations
may maximize the strength of the part in its use case, this orientation sometimes
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causes the print to be inconveniently expensive or time consuming due to the extra
required support material. With few exceptions, the structural components used
on DoggyDeux are printed to maximize their strength, while minimizing support
material requirements. For example, all leg members and joints are printed such that
the layers of these components are parallel to the sagittal plane of the robot. This
is beneficial since DoggyDeux’s leg members experience compression and bending as
their main sources of loading.
Once the parts are 3D printed, they must be post-processed in order to assemble
them on the robot. For DoggyDeux, this means removing support material and
sanding most component edges to achieve a smooth fit.

4.1.2

Harness Materials & Manufacturing

Most of the parts used to create the harness structure are standard hardware components purchased from McMaster-Carr and 80/20 Inc. The 80/20 bar stock was
cut to length with a band saw while the 25.4 outer diameter aluminium tubing and
bearing mounts were modified via a vertical mill to improve fit and assembly. The
standard components used in the harness design meant that it was simple to integrate
the harness structure into the existing treadmill frame.

4.1.3

Actuation System Materials & Manufacturing

Similar to the harness, DoggyDeux’s actuation system consists primarily of standard
hardware components purchased from a variety of common suppliers. The specifics
for the braided pneumatic actuators (BPAs) and other pneumatic components are
presented below.
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Braided Pneumatic Actuators (BPAs)
The 24 BPAs used on DoggyDeux are 10mm outer diameter Festo DMSP fluidic
muscles with resting lengths listed in Table 4.4. Since DoggyDeux uses custom 3D
printed fittings on each BPA and the muscles are of non-standard lengths, the BPA
tubing was ordered from Festo in the longest available length and then cut to size.
The BPAs are assembled simply by inserting the custom 3D printed fittings into
either end of the BPA tube and then securing the fittings with standard hose clamps.
Note that the custom end fittings require different 3D printing parameters than the
standard set to achieve the necessary quality. This is because printed Oynx, like some
other plastics, is porous. As a result, using lower fill densities and related settings
allows air to escape through the body of the fittings themselves, even if a seal is
created with the BPA tubing. This problem was corrected simply by increasing the
fill density of the custom end fittings to maximum and using more total layers. The
printer settings used for the custom end fittings are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: 3D printer settings used to print custom fittings on DoggyDeux.

Property
Layer Height [mm]
Fill Pattern
Fill Density [%]
Roof & Floor Layers [#]
Wall Layers [#]

Value
0.100
Solid
100
10
4

Pneumatic System Materials & Manufacturing
In order to control the flow of air to the BPAs on the robot, we use a Festo VTUG10-MRCR-S1T-26V20-T516LA-UL-T532S-12K valve manifold pictured in Fig. 4.1.
This manifold is comprised of 12 two-in-one bidirectional normally closed Festo valves
called VUVG-S10-T32C-AZT-M5-1T1L. The manifold has a maximum switching fre55

Table 4.4: Braided pneumatic actuator data for DoggyDeux robot at Portland State
University.

Muscle
Location
Joint
Type
Resting Length
[#]
[Front/Back]
[-]
[Ext./Flx.]
[m]
1
Front
Scapula
Ext
0.314
2
Front
Scapula
Flx
0.314
3
Front
Shoulder
Ext
0.155
4
Front
Shoulder
Flx
0.155
5
Front
Wrist
Ext
0.168
6
Front
Wrist
Flx
0.136
7
Back
Hip
Ext
0.314
8
Back
Hip
Flx
0.314
9
Back
Knee
Ext
0.185
10
Back
Knee
Flx
0.185
11
Back
Ankle
Ext
0.123
12
Back
Ankle
Flx
0.146
quency of approximately 100Hz. Three sizes of tubing are used throughout the robot,
including: (1) 8mm outer diameter tubing for the air supply line, (2) 6mm outer diameter tubing for the pressure sensors, and (3) 4mm tubing for routing throughout
the robot.

Figure 4.1: Festo valve manifold used on DoggyDeux at Portland State University.
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4.2

Electrical System Materials & Manufacturing

The electrical system for DoggyDeux is comprised of 25 Atmega88A microcontrollers
and associated circuitry, 24 MPX5700GP pressure sensors, and 14 P160KN26L potentiometers. The pressure sensors are stored in an array pictured in Fig. 3.18, while the
potentiometers can be seen mounted on the robot in Fig. 3.2. In order to read from
the 38 total sensors on the robot, a 64-channel multiplexer was built from CD4051BE
8-channel multiplexers. For signal filtering, buffering, and scaling, LM324N operational amplifiers are used. Finally, three TBD62783APG transistor arrays are used
to convert the microcontroller command signals to the voltage level required by the
valve manifold. All of the custom PCB modules described in the electrical system
design section were manufactured by Osh park and soldered in house.
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Chapter 5: Results

In order to demonstrate the ability of DoggyDeux to serve as a platform for synthetic
neural network (SNN) research, the SNN described above has been implemented and
tested on the robot along with a bang-bang controller for local pressure control. The
results presented next summarize the mechanical design outcomes of DoggyDeux and
the results obtained from the front left leg while running this network.
Table 5.1: Limb lengths and proportions for DoggyDeux at Portland State University
compared to typical canine limb proportions [8].

ID
[-]
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8

5.1

Length (Robot)
[cm]
50.8
18
18.1
21.0
10.9
20.5
21.0
14.7

Proportion (Robot) Proportion (Canines)
[%]
[%]
26.47
28 ± 2.2
26.62
27 ± 0.6
30.88
30 ± 2.5
16.03
16 ± 1.0
36.48
37 ± 1.3
37.37
37 ± 1.3
26.16
26 ± 1.5

Mechanical Design Results

Many of the objectives that we set out to achieve for DoggyDeux are related to the
mechanical design of the robot and not explicitly to its operation. For instance, in
accordance with our design objectives, DoggyDeux features a fully 3D printed frame
and in-plane muscle alignment while eliminating buckling of the braided pneumatic
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actuators (BPAs). At the same time, DoggyDeux has biologically realistic limb length
proportions and joint range of motion compared to canines during walking. The exact
dimension of each of DoggyDeux’s limbs along with their proportions are compared
to typical canine limb proportions in Table 5.1. Similarly, the range of motion of each
of DoggyDeux’s joints is compared to the typical range of motion for these joints on
canines during walking in Table 5.2. Finally, DoggyDeux’s limb lengths and joint
range of motion are illustrated to scale in Fig. 5.1.
Table 5.2: Range of motion of DoggyDeux joints compared to typical canine range of
motion during walking [8].

ID
[-]
θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6
θ7

5.2

ROM (Robot)
[deg]
60
60
60
80
60
80
80

ROM (Canines)
[deg]
30
55
40
45
37
32
48

Local Pressure Control Results

The SNN driving our robot generates desired muscle tensions, but these muscle tensions must be converted to pressures and enforced by a local pressure controller in
order to actually achieve these target values on the robot. As a simple solution to this
problem, we utilize a bang-bang control algorithm via our onboard microcontroller.
Fig. 5.2 shows the BPA pressure step response of the front left wrist extensor for (a)
only the valve manifold and (b) the valve manifold with a flow rate limiting device.
From Fig. 5.2a we see that the rise time of the unconstrained system is approximately
35 ms, which is fast enough to allow the BPA pressure to follow a sinusoidal input
with a frequency of less than or equal to approximately 3 Hz. While the response
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Figure 5.1: To scale labeled schematic of DoggyDeux’s frame with range of motion for
each joint.
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time of the unrestricted system is fast enough for our application, it exhibits brief
pressure fluctuations of approximately 2.4 bar (35 psi). These pressure fluctuations
are due to the combined effects of our bang-bang control algorithm and the maximum
switching frequency of the valve manifold. Since the valve manifold has a maximum
switching frequency of approximately 100 Hz, every time the valve is opened or closed
it takes approximately 10 ms before the valve is able to switch back to its previous
position. When we compare the unconstrained system rise time of approximately
35 ms to the minimum valve state duration of approximately 10 ms, we find that it
is unsurprising that the BPA pressure is able to change significantly between valve
actions. The effect of these pressure fluctuations is even more pronounced near the
middle of our possible BPA pressure range, since the valve manifold must frequently
make adjustments to the valve state in order to maintain intermediate pressures. Fig.
5.3a shows how, given a sinusoidal target pressure, actual BPA pressure fluctuations
are most pronounced in the middle of the range.
Fortunately, there is a simple solution to the pressure fluctuation problem: limiting
the flow rate to and from the valve manifold. By limiting the flow rate as shown in
Fig. 5.2b, the BPA pressure system now has a reduced rise time of approximately
1.2 s, which is substantially slower than the unconstrained system. However, both
Figs. 5.2b and 5.3b have significantly reduced pressure fluctuations. We therefore see
in our BPA pressure control system the typical trade off in controls between system
response time and the accuracy of that response. Future work on DoggyDeux will
involve investigating other BPA pressure control schemes to limited the unwanted
pressure fluctuations while maintaining the response time of the system.
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Figure 5.2: (a) BPA pressure step response without flow rate restriction. (b) BPA pressure
step response with flow rate restriction.
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Figure 5.3: (a) BPA pressure sinusoidal response without flow rate restriction. (b) BPA
pressure sinusoidal response with flow rate restriction.
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5.3

Synthetic Neural Network Control Results

With a sufficient local pressure controller in place, we can now test DoggyDeux with
a SNN. The CPG half-center neuron voltages, commanded muscle tensions, and the
resulting BPA pressures are shown in Fig. 5.4a-d. These plots indicate that the
BPA pressures on the physical robot respond correctly to the muscle tension values
dictated by the SNN.
Note that, due to the relatively slow response time of our local pressure controllers,
we chose SNN network parameters that result in low frequency oscillation. This
ensures that the local pressure controllers on each muscle have a sufficient amount of
time to reach steady state conditions before issuing the next pressure command.
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Figure 5.4: Front left scapula data during operation of DoggyDeux with a simple SNN.
(a) Front left scapula CPG membrane voltages. (b) Front left scapula muscle tensions. (c)
Front left scapula BPA pressure. (d) Front left scapula joint angle.
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Figure 5.5: Front left shoulder data during operation of DoggyDeux with a simple SNN.
(a) Front left shoulder CPG membrane voltages. (b) Front left shoulder muscle tensions.
(c) Front left shoulder BPA pressure. (d) Front left shoulder joint angle.
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Figure 5.6: Front left wrist data during operation of DoggyDeux with a simple SNN. (a)
Front left wrist CPG membrane voltages. (b) Front left wrist muscle tensions. (c) Front
left wrist BPA pressure. (d) Front left wrist joint angle.
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Chapter 6: Discussion & Future Work

Herein we have presented the design of a new canine inspired quadruped robot named
DoggyDeux as a platform for synthetic neural network (SNN) locomotion control
research that builds upon the previous version constructed at CWRU. DoggyDeux
meets the design requirements that we originally specified, including: (1) making the
frame 3D printable, (2) utilizing biologically realistic limb lengths and joint range
of motion , (3) eliminating buckling of the braided pneumatic actuators (BPAs),
(4) eliminating out-of-plane muscles, (5) developing a pressure control algorithm for
individual BPAs, and (6) developing electrical and control systems that communicate
control and feedback signals from an SNN to the robot. Although we have met the
goals that we set out to achieve, their are many additional ways that DoggyDeux
could be modified to better serve as a platform for SNN research. Furthermore, since
we do in fact intend DoggyDeux to serve as a research tool, there is SNN related
research that we can now perform using DoggyDeux. As such, we now discuss the
results of this work, including what has been achieved on the robot in its current
state, how it can be improved through further modification, and how it can be used
for SNN research.

6.1

Mechanical System

The design of DoggyDeux’s structure and actuation systems are the areas of the robot
that feature the most tangible improvements from the previous design. Compared
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to the original robot, DoggyDeux’s structure includes a fully 3D printable frame,
eliminates out-of-plane bending on the leg members, and allows for the ubiquitous use
of longer BPAs. The fact that the frame is now 3D printed not only makes DoggyDeux
significantly lighter and require fewer components, but also makes future structural
improvements to DoggyDeux substantially easier. This opens up opportunities to
more easily test structural design choices, such as muscle attachment locations and
lengths, in order to assess the impact of these factors on the behavior of the robot. It
also allows for more simple inclusion of additional feedback sources, such as ground
contact sensors or IMUs, if it becomes important to incorporate these forms of sensory
information into our SNN. Similarly, the new actuation system uses an upgraded valve
manifold and a new string ”tendon” feature that makes muscle attachments more
biologically realistic by allowing the line of action of the BPAs to wrap around joints.
Yet mechanical design is an open ended problem, and so we have several suggestions
for future improvements for DoggyDeux’s structure and actuation systems.

6.1.1

Structure

DoggyDeux’s structure could be improved by: (1) modifying components to allow
the use of fiber reinforcement, (2) improving the biological realism of the structural
components, and (3) redesigning the spine and leg member shapes to allow for easier
assembly.
Utilization of fiber reinforcement is one of the simplest ways in which DoggyDeux’s
structure could be made stiffer, stronger, and more reliable. However, including
fiber reinforcement would require minor design changes to nearly all of DoggyDeux’s
components. This is because the minimum wall thickness of approximately 0.3175cm
(0.125in) that was utilized across many of DoggyDeux’s components is sometimes
too small to allow for the use of fiber reinforcement (depending on the specifics of
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the part geometry and print direction). As such, the long members that comprise
DoggyDeux’s legs, which would be prime candidates for fiber reinforcement, cannot
make full use of reinforcement without modifications to accommodate the fiber. While
increasing the wall thickness used on these parts would slightly increase the weight of
these parts, this effect would be minimal relative to the significant stiffness increase
that would be achieved by utilizing fiber reinforcement. Other components that are
good candidates for fiber reinforcement include the joint components that bear loads
from the BPAs and the spine segments that carry the weight of the robot. These
components were not originally printed with fiber due to my overlooking the fact
that print orientation, in addition to wall thickness, determine whether it is possible
to use fiber reinforcement.
Although both Puppy and DoggyDeux have limb length dimensions taken from
canine data, the constituent parts that comprise both robots are not themselves completely true to biology. For example, all of the limb members and spine segments
utilize simple rectangular cross-sections. While the leg member cross-sections were
originally designed to be rectangular in order to facilitate the mounting of brackets
and other components to the limbs, this is no longer an important design consideration on DoggyDeux. In fact, since we have eliminated the numerous brackets that
were attached to the limbs on the original robot, and we are 3D printing all of our
custom components, DoggyDeux can use biologically realistic limb shapes without
these constraints. Likewise, Puppy’s spine was designed to have a rectangular crosssection in order to facilitate the mounting and routing of the numerous pneumatic and
electrical components on the robot. While this is still necessary on DoggyDeux, one
way in which DoggyDeux’s spine could still be made more biologically realistic is by
increasing the flexibility of its spine. This could be done simply by dividing the spine
into multiple segments connected with revolute joints. Even if the spine were split
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into only two segments, this would allow some adjustment in the relative height of the
front scapula and rear hip joints. Finally, DoggyDeux could be made more biologically realistic by utilizing more complex joint configurations. While DoggyDeux relies
exclusively on revolute joints, animals make frequent use of more complex joints, such
as ball-in-socket and sliding contact joints, that may yield more biologically relevant
results.
At the same time that it might be beneficial to make some of DoggyDeux’s components more biologically realistic, it would be pragmatic to modify these components
to facilitate assembly. While the current hollow rectangular design allows for tubing
and wires to be easily routed throughout the robot and stay protected during operation, the fact that these internal components are completely enclosed means that it is
difficult to update the structural components without disassembling a large portion
of the robot. This problem could be resolved for the leg members by modifying their
cross-section to include a feature that secures the tubing and wiring to the leg while
leaving the internal components exposed on the inside of robot. This would allow
future researchers to more easily access the internal tubing and wiring, while preventing damage to these components during operation by securing them to the legs and
orienting them inward.

6.1.2

Actuation System

DoggyDeux’s actuation system offers several opportunities for future improvement,
including upgrading the tendon strings to cables and including a tensioning mechanism for the tendons.
The current muscle-tendon approach used to attach the BPAs on DoggyDeux is a
significant step forward compared to the implementation on the original Puppy robot.
Not only has the kinking issue been resolved, but DoggyDeux uses a more biologically
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realistic actuation mechanism. However, the strings used on the current version of
DoggyDeux are difficult to thread through the 3D printed muscle attachment points,
require frequent retightening, have imprecise length due to their need to be knotted,
and wear down rapidly. As a result, the muscle-tendon approach would be significantly improved through the use of a thin cable in place of the current strings. These
cables would be easy to thread through the 3D printed parts due to their stiffness
and tendency not to fray. Furthermore, since they do not require the use of knots
to be held in place, they would have much more precise lengths and would not require tightening as frequently. The challenge associated with implementing cables in
place of the current strings is the accommodation of any additional components necessary to attach the cables to our custom 3D printed components. At the very least
the custom BPA fittings would need to be redesigned to accommodate a mounting
mechanism for the cable (in place of the current use of knots).
The suggested use of cable tendons would have an additional benefit: a tensioning
mechanism could be designed to exactly specify the desired tendon length in the
robot’s extreme positions (i.e., fully flexed or fully extended positions). While the
current string tension is unknown and must frequently be increased to achieve the
robot’s full range of motion, the cable tendons could be consistently set to known
values. A tensioning mechanism would ensure that this process was both accurate and
repeatable. Despite the clear benefits that such a feature would offer, it would require
extensive design effort to implement. This is because the tensioning mechanism would
be implemented as a part of the BPA assembly so that a standard system can be used
for all muscles, however the BPA fittings have relatively strict size requirements. With
the necessary effort, the addition of a tendon tensioning feature would be a significant
improvement to the actuation system.
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6.2

Electrical System

DoggyDeux’s electrical system operates in much the same way as the previous robot
with several minor improvements to the robot’s software and hardware. In terms of
software, DoggyDeux eliminates the need to use Labview, and instead communicates
with Animatlab through Matlab. This removes an additional step in the information
flow procedure between the SNN in Animatlab and the onboard microcontrollers.
At the same time, the electrical hardware for this robot was all designed in house,
rather than contracted out as was done for the Puppy robot. This means that future
researchers and engineers will have more control over the specific electrical hardware
used on DoggyDeux and will be more free to make modifications as the need arises.
The electrical system also features a variety of technical improvements, such as using analog filters to reduce the microcontroller’s computational burden and scaling
analog sensory signals to utilize our maximum available ADC accuracy. As with the
mechanical system, however, there are several improvements that could be made to
the electrical subsystems to improve future performance.

6.2.1

Software

The primary manner in which future software improvements could improve the functionality of DoggyDeux is by reducing the communication delay between the robot’s
SNN (in Animatlab), local pressure control algorithms (on the slave microcontrollers),
and sensory feedback. This could be achieved by improving the way Animatlab interacts with external devices and eliminating some of the intermediate communication
steps. For instance, future versions of DoggyDeux’s software could eliminate the
need to use Matlab as an intermediary between Animatlab and the onboard microcontrollers. This would be done by offloading Matlab’s computational tasks to the
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onboard microcontroller. Although the robot may require a more sophisticated onboard master microcontroller to accomplish this goal, doing so would prevent data
from having to be sent from Animatlab over a virtual serial port to Matlab. Depending on the complexity of the SNN of interest and the quality of the master
microcontroller used on DoggyDeux, it would potentially be possible to completely
eliminate the need for serial port communication by implementing the SNN directly
on the master microcontroller itself. This is becoming increasing plausible with new
advancements in neuromorphic computing technology. There is also the possibility of
exporting standalone Animatlab simulations that can run SNNs without the overhead
associated with Animatlab’s graphical user interface (GUI).

6.2.2

Hardware

While the design of our custom circuit modules is effective, it would be possible to improve their implementation by using surface mount components. The current circuit
modules were created for use with standard size DIP packages to simplify testing and
assembly of the robot’s electrical system. However, now that the electrical system
design is in the final stages of development, it would help reduce the electrical system space requirements if the custom modules were redesigned to use smaller surface
mount components. Furthermore, this would be a relatively easy modification to implement. As noted when discussing DoggyDeux’s software, it would potentially also
be beneficial to upgrade the master microcontroller to a higher end microcontroller
to expand its speed and functionality.

6.3

Control System

Similar to DoggyDeux’s electrical system, its current control system achieves the
same functionality as the previous robot with several subtle improvements. Since
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DoggyDeux utilizes a single microcontroller per muscle, DoggyDeux’s BPA control
algorithms can be made much more complex and easily customized to each individual muscle. Furthermore, the electrical system improvements decrease the latency
between the SNN issuing command signals and the local pressure controllers actually
implementing these commands, which should improve the response time of our control system. In order to make full use of the computational power DoggyDeux has
available, we now discuss some of the improvements that we could make to further
improve the control system.

6.3.1

Local Pressure Control

Due to the non-linearity and compliance of the BPAs, as well as the discrete nature
of the valve manifold states, pressure control of DoggyDeux’s muscles poses a challenging problem. As noted in the results section, the current state of DoggyDeux’s
bang-bang pressure control algorithm is relatively slow. This is due in part to the
limited switching frequency of the valve manifold, our restricted air flow rate, and
the discrete nature of the bang-bang control algorithm. As a result, there are several
different alternative controls approaches that may improve the system response, including: (1) using a PWM signal of variable duty cycle to set the muscle pressure, (2)
using electrically actuated flow rate control valves, and (3) using a neural network to
determine when the valves should be opened.
The first of these approaches is the most similar to the current method. It is
therefore the simplest to implement, but will also likely yield the least improvement.
Rather than implement a discrete bang-bang controller, this method relies on using
a PWM signal to convert the discrete control actions of the valve manifold to quasicontinuous control actions. Just like a PWM signal of high enough frequency can be
used to drive a DC motor in a continuous fashion, so too could a PWM signal be used
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to control the pressure in a BPA. To make this work as intended, the input to our
open loop system would be a desired pressure value, represented as a voltage, which
would be interpreted by the associated slave microcontroller as a duty cycle value.
The slave microcontroller would then generate a PWM signal with a pre-determined
frequency of the appropriate duty cycle, which would be sent to the valve manifold
after passing through our transistor module. Using a PWM approach is likely to
yield faster and more accurate control over the BPA pressure due to the fact that
we are effectively converting our discrete system into an approximately continuous
system over which we have more control authority. The draw back of this method is
the minimum valve switching frequency of 100Hz. Typical PWM applications utilize
very high frequency signals in order to ensure that the digital PWM output appears as
continuous as possible. Due to this relatively limited maximum switching frequency,
this PWM approach will still likely require a flow rate limiting device to ensure that
the pressure does not fluctuate too greatly between control actions.
A potentially significantly faster and more accurate BPA control solution would
be to use electrically actuated flow rate control valves in addition to or in place of
the valve manifold. Consider a single BPA separated from the valve manifold by a
flow rate control valve. When we want to fill this BPA, we open the flow rate control
valve as much as necessary to get a quick fill time and then close the valve again
when we have reached an acceptable steady state pressure. If instead we want to
exhaust the muscle, the appropriate valve on the manifold would switch positions
to exhaust, and our flow rate control valve would follow the same pattern wherein
it opens until the pressure has reached our desired value and then closes. Clearly
the control actions required to achieve optimal results will be more complicated than
those stated in this example, but the principle of operation is the same. In this
case, the BPA pressure system would be truly continuous and would not be forced to
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rely on switching the valve manifold open and closed at near its maximum frequency
during normal operation. As a result of the continuous nature of this control setup, it
is likely that this approach would make it easier to perform system identification, as
well as to design a fast and accurate pressure controller. Unfortunately, this method
is potentially expensive and bulky, since flow rate control valves would need to be
used on each muscle.
A final method through which the BPA pressure control algorithm could be improved is through the use of a neural network. While our current SNNs are not suited
to making decisions about the desired open/closed state of the valve manifold, it is
possible that future modifications to our SNN could yield such a network. For instance, it may be possible that the spike train generated from an SNN comprised of
spiking neurons would be able to control valve position in such a way as to generate desired muscle pressures. This method would require extensive modifications to
our existing network, as well as experimental identification of the dynamics relating
valve switching rate and BPA pressure. As such, this is not a plausible short term
improvement, but will be something that we consider when performing future SNN
research.

6.3.2

Synthetic Neural Network Control

As alluded to in earlier sections, there are many improvements that could be made
to DoggyDeux’s SNN. The SNN implemented here was simply intended to verify the
functionality of all of DoggyDeux’s subsystems and demonstrate the ability of DoggyDeux to respond to signals from a user defined network. As we conduct future SNN
research, it is likely that DoggyDeux’s SNN will experience many changes, including:
(1) adding proprioceptive feedback pathways, (2) adding communication pathways
between CPGs, and (3) updating the non-spiking neuron population models in our
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network to include spiking neural models. These updates will be left for future work.

6.4

Conclusion

Although DoggyDeux is still far from achieving coordinated walking among all four
limbs, the work presented herein takes many steps toward achieving this goal. Starting from the design of the previous robot and a list of objectives, we have detailed the
design, manufacturing, and testing of our canine inspired quadruped robot, DoggyDeux, and demonstrated its ability to respond to command signals generated from a
user defined SNN. With future improvements to its mechanical, electrical, and control
system designs, DoggyDeux will serve as a useful tool for investigating the underlying neural biology that governs locomotion in quadruped robots. Our collectively
greater understanding of biological locomotion, of which this work is only a small
part, will help to improve the ability of future robots to interactive with complex and
unstructured environments.
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